
Puzzle of child rights  
The aim of the activity is supporting of team studying, help the pupils, to respect 
themselves among the others, to get knowledge about the child rights and to be 
responsible for their education.


Prepare the simple version of Convention on the Rights of the Child.


Introduce the children convention of child rights.


1. Prepare four places in the classroom, the best is to make the place in four corners. 
Divide child rights into four parts and put them (as many copies as is possible) into 
the each place


2. Divide the pupils into four groups (ideal is 4 - 6 pupils in each team). Pupils write 
down the number of their group into the notebook, or they can use stickers…


3. Explain all pupils the process of puzzle to get children know that their task is to read 
their text and introduce it other children in the group. Each member of the group is in 
charge of their text. Everybody must explain their text to other members of the 
group


4. After explaining children join their group where they study their text (chosen child 
right). Set them the time for studying. If it is not necessary don’t help them.


5. After reading children discuss about their text (child right) in their group

6. The last part is common discussion + feedback + verbal award (words of 

appreciation)


Discussion

1. What new did you get?

2. What rights are the most important for you and why?


Feedback:

⁃ How did you feel in team and team work?

⁃ How did you feel when you taught the others in group?

⁃ What do you think you should do better?


Words of appreciation:


I appreciate the way how ………….(name) talked about the chosen child right.


……(name) it would be helpful if you give us your opinion etc.



